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PREMIUM

ver the last 40 years, no one has

proposed that the guiding purpose

of higher education should be to

aggravate inequality. Indeed, policy makers

and college leaders have declared the

opposite aspiration. They have spoken of

colleges as meritocratic engines of

opportunity. Yet the historical record tells a contrary story, one of widening disparities in the

college market. The richest colleges have become richer, gathering an increasing share of

the most in-demand students and exposing them to the most sought-after faculty and the

highest-quality facilities and campus resources. In short, the leaders of rich colleges have

presided over a remarkable increase in inequality.

This matters precisely because increasing inequality is not the intent of policy makers or

college leaders. Federal aid, state subsidies, and need-blind admissions all aim to make

college open and affordable to qualified students regardless of economic circumstance. But

other policies and practices used by colleges to attract students, including state-sponsored

merit scholarships, tuition discounting, and admission preferences for children of alumni,

often have the opposite effect — they exacerbate inequality.

To fully understand this profound shift in higher education, we must look to the recent past.

Around 1970, the economic outlook for colleges seemed bleak. Costs were outpacing

revenues, and the prospects for a return to good times seemed unlikely. The title of a 1971

report, "The New Depression in Higher Education," summed up the dire circumstances.

A decade later, a university as seemingly secure as Duke was considering radical surgery to

put itself on firmer financial footing. Duke’s chancellor, A. Kenneth Pye, proposed

eliminating the university’s education and undergraduate nursing programs — two

departments with significant enrollments — among other cuts. Arguing that Duke’s

financial position compared unfavorably with public universities such as the University of

North Carolina, which had been enjoying real increases in state appropriations, he

advocated retrenchment as the only way for Duke to remain competitive.
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It's boom times for the
very institutions that least
need it.

Pessimism about the sector ultimately proved unwarranted, at least for colleges at the top of

the prestige pecking order. Harvard and Stanford, both designated by the "New Depression"

report as being in serious financial trouble, soon soared in resources and prestige. Duke did

much the same, without resorting to many of the cuts discussed by its chancellor. Indeed,

around 1980, most top colleges and universities, especially private ones, entered a period of

unprecedented prosperity.

What happened? Earnings of households in

the top rungs of income distribution began

to swell, while incomes for almost everyone

else stagnated. For the wealthiest colleges,

this intensifying inequality returned a

dividend that was as handsome as it was

unanticipated. Part of the dividend resulted

from the surge in the demand for places in these selective colleges. Another chunk was the

rise in donations spawned by the new affluence. In a perfect illustration of the enigmatic

Matthew effect (the tendency for the rich to get richer, so named by the sociologist Robert

Merton for a New Testament parable), these new donations, because donors tended to give

to their own alma maters, gravitated to the very institutions that needed them the least.

The result is a system of baccalaureate education that is in many ways even more unequal

than it was in 1970. Indeed, inequality among colleges is stunning in its extent and

breathtaking in the variety of its manifestations.

In 2011 Slate and The Chronicle of Philanthropy listed the top 60 charitable donors. Of the

top 10 philanthropists, five made gifts to universities, each of them over $100 million. The

next dozen individuals on the list made an additional six gifts to universities, all $50 million

or more.

The Slate 60 shows what a large share of the largest gifts go to higher education. Of the $34

billion in donations made to colleges in 2013 recorded by the Council for Aid to Education,

roughly a sixth of the total went to just 10 universities. These 10 are a who’s-who of higher

education: Stanford, Harvard, University of Southern California, Columbia, Johns Hopkins,

Penn, Cornell, NYU, Yale, and Duke. In 2016, eight of these same universities again ranked

in the top 10.

Prominent research universities have also, in recent years, announced and then met or

exceeded increasingly ambitious capital campaigns. Cornell raised more than $3 billion,

Yale raised $3.9 billion, Columbia more than $4 billion, and Stanford $6.2 billion. In 2013,

Harvard announced a goal of $6.5 billion for a campaign that has now reached a record-

shattering $8 billion.

In short, a significant consequence of the country’s unequal distribution of wealth, a

phenomenon loudly decried by many scholars, has been to boost the ability of rich donors

to give large gifts to the colleges that employ those scholars. It’s boom times for the very

institutions that least need it.

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/12/05/u-s-income-inequality-on-rise-for-decades-is-now-highest-since-1928/
http://www.slate.com/articles/life/the_slate60/2011/02/slate_60donor_bios.html
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Gifts-to-Colleges-Hit/144707
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Characteristics-of-Colleges/239466
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Stanford-Raises-62-Billion/130698
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T
o fully understand how profoundly unequal the college market has become, we

need to drill deeper into how contributions to the best-endowed universities have

changed over time. According to annual survey data collected by the Council for

Aid to Education, there is continuity at the top end of the distribution — of the 12 colleges

receiving the most donations in 1970, six were also among 2016’s top 12. Indeed, take a look

at how donations to the historically richest colleges have diverged compared with those to

all other colleges:

How Rich Colleges Extended Their Advantage

Dividing institutions by quartile (based on the amount [in millions] of donations they received in 1969-70) shows how historically rich

schools maintained their advantage.

 

 

As the graph above shows, donations to the universities that historically received the fewest

donations grew the most rapidly in percentage terms, but the inequities grew in absolute

terms. The average university in the top quartile depicted above received $107 million more

in donations than the average bottom quartile university in 1970; by 2010 the difference had

more than doubled, to $266 million.

An extraordinary bull market in stocks has further exacerbated the inequality of colleges.

Between 1980 and 1990 the Dow Jones industrial average increased, in inflation-adjusted

terms, at an annual rate of 7.4 percent. In the following decade the Dow rose even faster — a

spectacular 10.1 percent a year.

In turn, college endowments grew, especially at institutions with large endowments. In

another example of the tendency for the rich to get richer, the universities that collected the

most also made it grow the fastest. Work by Thomas Piketty suggests that, from 1980 to 2010,

universities with the largest endowments enjoyed higher average returns than those with

small ones. Endowments higher than $1 billion earned an average of 8.8 percent a year after

inflation, while those endowments with less than $100 million earned just 6.2 percent.
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Colleges were and are
unequal, only now they
are more unequal than
ever before.

Other studies confirm this conclusion. A 2008 Journal of Economic Perspectives article by

Josh Lerner, Antoinette Schoar, and Jialan Wang showed that the eight Ivy League

universities consistently outperformed other private institutions as well as public ones in

their average rate of return. The Nacubo-Commonfund Study of Endowments showed that,

from 2003 to 2013, the total investment returns were highest for universities with the biggest

endowments and lowest for those with the smallest.

hat explains this dollop of additional return for rich colleges?

Universities with the biggest endowments tend to put less money into safe

investments, such as bonds, and more into riskier assets with higher average

yields, such as stocks and real estate. In recent decades, the richest universities have

significantly boosted their reliance on private equity, hedge funds, venture capital,

noncampus real estate, natural resources, and distressed debt.

In 2016, for instance, universities with

endowments of more than $1 billion held 58

percent of their portfolios in such assets,

compared with just 10 percent for

universities in the under-$25-million

category, according to the Nacubo-

Commonfund study. The Lerner, Schoar,

and Wang study of endowment

performance proposes an explanation: "While the SAT scores of a university’s students are

unlikely to affect investment performance directly, average SAT score may be a proxy for the

skill of the university administration, the wealth and connections of the alumni network,

and the prestige of the university brand, all of which could affect endowment management

over and above the role of endowment size." However smug such a statement might sound

outside Harvard and MIT (the authors’ affiliated universities), their hypothesized skill-

connections-prestige explanation certainly jibes with correlations we can observe.

A natural consequence of the vast disparity in donations bestowed on colleges is growing

gaps in both expenditures and assets. Faculty compensation paints a revealing picture of

this shift. There is a strong relationship between competitive admissions standards in 1970

and faculty pay more than 40 years later, according to data from the American Association of

University Professors. Private universities that admitted students with the highest average

SAT scores in 1970 paid an inflation adjusted average faculty compensation of $176,100 in

2011-12. Universities at the other end of the spectrum in 1970 did not grow as wealthy,

paying an average faculty compensation of only $100,700 in 2011-12. A similar hierarchy was

evident for the public universities, with average compensation ranging from $165,500 for the

historically most competitive institutions, to $113,800 for the least competitive institutions.

These figures reveal a rigid hierarchy of colleges, with the wealthiest consistently attracting

the strongest students.

https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.22.3.207
http://www.nacubo.org/Documents/EndowmentFiles/2013NCSEPublicTablesOneThreeFiveandTenYearReturnsRevised.pdf
http://www.nacubo.org/Documents/EndowmentFiles/2016-NCSE-Public-Tables_Asset-Allocations.pdf
https://www.academia.edu/15125232/Secrets_of_the_Academy_The_Drivers_of_University_Endowment_Success
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It may be unsurprising that the hierarchy that existed in 1970 was important so long

afterward, but the gaps in faculty pay have grown larger, both relatively and absolutely.

Compensation for full professors grew by an inflation-adjusted 32 to 36 percent at the most

competitive private institutions from 1970 to 2011-12. For the less competitive tiers of

universities, no grouping saw compensation grow by more than 30 percent.

While small resource gaps had always been in place, these changes remade our system of

higher education. During the 1980s, the small edge that top private research universities

enjoyed over their public counterparts grew larger, for instance, a trend that has continued

to the present day.

Consider the case of two research universities in Illinois: Northwestern and the University of

Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, the state’s flagship. In 1970-71, according to AAUP figures,

the average compensation for full professors at Illinois was $22,200, 14 percent less than the

average at Northwestern. By 1980-81, the gap had narrowed to 7 percent. But the fortunes of

these two universities, like those of public and private research universities across the

country, began to diverge over the next decade. By 1990-91 the gap in average compensation

for full professors had risen to 20 percent. After holding at that level for a decade, the gap

increased to 22 percent by 2015-16.

Much the same was true for the leading research universities in North Carolina. In 1970-71

average compensation for full professors at the flagship Chapel Hill campus was 6 percent

less than that of its neighbor Duke. By 2015-16 the gap in compensation had mushroomed

to 27 percent, making it very hard for UNC to recruit and retain the most sought-after

faculty members.

These two examples illustrate a broader trend that can be seen in work by the economists

Paul N. Courant and Sarah Turner on faculty salaries at Research I universities. The

comparisons for full professors reveal a 5-percent advantage for the private universities in

1971 that held steady for a decade. By 1990 the advantage had grown to 12 percent, then 17

percent by 2000, then increasing all the way to 24 percent by 2015. In other words, the

average full professor at a public university was now being paid just 76 percent of what a

colleague makes at a private university.

No one in higher education had as their objective the increase in inequality that has

occurred since 1970. Yet it happened nonetheless. Now colleges face tough choices.

Selective colleges have the power to increase or decrease the share of their students who

come from modest backgrounds. If colleges truly want to reduce the degree of economic

stratification that exists in higher education, they should redouble their efforts to increase

access.

As the economists Caroline Hoxby and Sarah Turner have shown, there are hundreds of

low-income, highly able high-school seniors, many of them outside metropolitan areas, who

are waiting to be contacted and informed that colleges want them and that financial aid is

available. To identify some of these students, college admissions offices should redirect

more of their visits from affluent suburbs to nontraditional recruitment areas. In evaluating

http://www.nber.org/chapters/c13879.pdf
http://www.chronicle.com/article/The-Missing-Pool-of-Low-Income/1428/
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applications, they should do more to neutralize the advantages of wealth, such as by giving

less weight to experiences, like unpaid internships, that are more accessible to well-to-do

applicants. In making financial-aid offers, they should lessen or eliminate the debt burden

on the neediest students. Lastly, they should reduce the preference they give to legacies.

As a practical matter, colleges have performed much the same role in America that they have

everywhere in modern societies: to educate the children of the ruling upper-middle class

and, in effect, to reproduce those elites. One need not be a Marxist to acknowledge this fact.

Writing almost a half a century ago, the sociologists Christopher Jencks and David Riesman

reflected on the role of colleges in balancing the imperatives of reproduction and mobility.

Higher education, they argued, serves this country’s need "to prevent its elite from decaying

into a hereditary aristocracy."

To their credit, American colleges are more meritocratic than they were 50 years ago.

Objective measures of academic merit have assumed a paramount role. Yet, rather than

being a vehicle for social mobility, this system has worked instead to perpetuate the

advantage of those in a financial position to do well on the tests.

Over the last half century, colleges have felt the force of sweeping changes: a technological

revolution as well as a revolution in civil rights and widespread changes in gender roles.

Immigration profoundly changed the racial and ethnic makeup of the population, and

college enrollments.

Yet all the while the structure of the higher-education industry has remained remarkably

unchanged. A durable hierarchy has undergirded this structure, a hierarchy measured in

prestige and wealth. This hierarchy stretches from unselective colleges at one end, to a

handful of elite institutions at the other. Colleges were and are unequal, only now they are

more unequal than ever before.

Charles T. Clotfelter is a professor of public policy, economics, and law at Duke University.

This essay is adapted from Unequal Colleges in the Age of Disparity, out this month from

Harvard University Press.
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lthough AmericA’s reseArch universities  are 
the envy of the world, our system of baccalaureate 
education inspires as much hand-wringing as pride. 

Concerns about the unevenness of undergraduate 
education have grown with evidence of falling col-

lege completion rates and disappointing results 
in international comparisons of learning. Most 

prominent have been misgivings about equity and privilege. As in-
come inequality has worsened, elite colleges are being called out 
as “bastions of privilege.” Critics have asked pointedly whether 
America’s colleges, rather than serving as a mechanism for equal 
opportunity, are in fact contributing to more inequality. 

Perhaps these equity concerns are overblown. Haven’t admissions 
criteria become ever more objective and 
merit-based? Aren’t our college campuses 

more racially diverse than ever before? Have ever-present dispari-
ties simply become salient of late, thanks to the spotlight aimed by 
egalitarian observers? Or are the critics justified in their jeremiads—
perhaps inequalities are growing and the apparent racial diversity 
simply masks increasing class uniformity among undergraduates?

As a citizen, I am of course aware of the growing economic in-
equality in American society. As an economist of higher education, 
I have studied the peculiarities that characterize this industry, its 
components, and the market for baccalaureate education. Now, I 
have systematically combined these perspectives to address how 
undergraduate education has changed as our society itself has 
changed during the past several decades. I find that interacting 
market forces have substantially widened the gaps among insti-

tutions of higher education and those 
whom they serve—in ways that pose 
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The College Chasm
How market forces have made American higher education radically unequal

by Charles T. Clotfelter
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NOTE: Colleges shown are among the 188 colleges for which data from the Freshman Survey were 
available for each of three survey waves (1972, 1989-90, and 2008-09). 
SOURCE: Clotfelter, Unequal Colleges in the Age of Disparity (Harvard University Press, 2017)

real challenges for educators, policymakers, and the public at large.
 

Undergraduate Education as a Market
Though it is  rarely referred to in these terms, the market for bac-
calaureate education is supplied by one of the country’s most con-
sequential industries. Its firms are the roughly 2,000 colleges and 
universities that offer four-year degrees. It is a quirky industry, to be 
sure. The product that it sells, sadly for those who wish to measure 
it, is both amorphous and idiosyncratic. (One reason the output of 
these firms is so hard to measure is that their customers also supply 
some of the principal inputs to production: time, attention, and effort.)

Instead of treating all colleges and universities alike—as we nor-
mally do, for example, in calculating statistics on educational attain-
ment or the economic value of a college degree—I focused on the 
differences across colleges. Some of the contrasts that 
emerge are breathtaking. From the “comprehensive” pub-
lic universities that once were teachers’ colleges, to tiny 
religious colleges where students must attend chapel, to 
our world-famous public and private research universities, 
the colleges that make up this industry differ in mission, 
in academic rigor, and in the resources available for learn-
ing. The difference between public and private status, in 
particular, is obviously consequential—fundamentally so.

My aim was to document as many of these differences 
as possible and to see whether the differences have grown 
or narrowed over time. I divided colleges into more than a 
dozen contrasting categories, based on the SAT scores of 
their students around 1970 and whether they were public 
or private. I also separately analyzed historically black in-
stitutions, owing to their distinctive history. Then I exam-
ined the institutions in these categories, where possible, 
across four decades, roughly from 1970 to 2010. (In making 
comparisons, I used detailed data from UCLA’s Freshman 
Survey on students who attended one of 188 colleges at 
three points over this period. I collected other types of 
information on colleges as well, making sure that each 
change over time was based on a fixed set of colleges.)

The categories I used are shown to the right. Because 
private colleges tend to participate in the Freshman Sur-
vey more often than public ones, the data could support 
a more detailed breakdown among the former institu-
tions than the latter ones, leaving some categories much 
broader than others. For example, the category contain-
ing public institutions whose average student SAT score 
placed them below the national median in 1970 accounts 
for nearly 40 percent of all four-year college students. By 
contrast, the private colleges and universities whose aver-
age student SATs were in the top percentile—the marquee 
selective-admission schools that command so much atten-
tion among readers of this magazine and most researchers 
of higher education—enroll less than 1 percent of all students. It 
is worth bearing that in mind as we consider where most 
students are educated, and with what resources.

Scholastic Sorting
To AppreciAte  the magnitude of some of the dispari-
ties between colleges, consider the academic credentials 
of students who attended schools in those two catego-

ries: the below-median public colleges (containing, for example, the 
University of South Carolina and Rhode Island College); and the top-
scoring private colleges (containing Amherst and Caltech, among oth-
ers). In 1972, the cohorts of students enrolling in these two categories 
of institutions brought markedly different high-school records. Just 
7 percent of first-year students in the below-median public colleges 
reported having high-school grade averages of A or A+, but 39 percent 
of those at the top-scoring private colleges had that kind of secondary-
school record. This 32-percentage point gap is gigantic, though it is the 
sort of difference that is seldom acknowledged in polite conversation.

Remarkably, this academic gap between the least-selective pub-
lic and the most-selective private colleges grew even wider over 
time, as more and more of the best students looked beyond their 
state or region to the nation’s most selective colleges. By 2008/09, 
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the gap in high-school grades between the South Carolinas and 
Amhersts had expanded markedly, reaching 43 percentage points. 

The students who would enter those most-selective private col-
leges in 2008/09 had earned their grades by studying even more than 
their predecessors who had attended those same colleges in 1989/90. 
While the average reported time spent studying declined for students 
entering the less-selective public colleges during this period, from 
5.0 to 4.6 hours per week, students headed to the most-selective 
private colleges increased the time they committed to high-school 
academics, from 10.2 to 11.0 hours per week. 

In other ways, too, the academic worlds of the less selective and 
highly selective colleges have become ever more distinct. For one 
thing, while less-selective public colleges have increased their of-
ferings of practical, vocational majors, the most-selective private 
colleges have held fast to the traditional liberal-arts majors. If you 
want a measure of the academic gulf between these contrasting 
sets of colleges, consider the outsize footprint of graduates of the 
two highest-SAT categories of private colleges measured by enter-
ing students’ SAT scores. Although these institutions educate less 
than 2 percent of all four-year college students, their graduates 
earned 11 percent of all Ph.D.s, made up 39 percent of Harvard Law 
School students, and won 57 percent of all Rhodes Scholarships. 

The Demand Side: Affluent Families  
and the Admissions Frenzy
Not surprisingly,  the demand for admission to these highly selec-

tive colleges has increased steadily, buoyed by the rising economic 
fortunes of families on the top rungs of the income distribution and 
by the prestige of the colleges themselves. Unlike firms in most mar-
kets that encounter rising demand for their product, these colleges 
chose not to expand their capacity nearly enough to accommodate 
this demand. The result was progressively stiffer competition for 
admission—witness the top schools’ annual tally of tens of thou-
sands of applicants and single-digit admission rates.

For thousands of affluent parents, an acceptance letter to one of the 
colleges in this rarified group ranks as one of life’s most prized tro-
phies. But unlike the markets for almost every other highly desirable 
commodity, from modern art to exclusive real estate, buyers of higher 
education cannot secure an admission spot simply by out-bidding 
other applicants, because these firms employ a decidedly different 
means of rationing these prized admissions spots. To ration their scarce 
slots, colleges look to grades, test scores, and other accomplishments.

Affluent parents have been quick to adjust to the heightened 
emphasis on documentable evidence of merit. Often starting well 
before high school, children of highly educated parents were play-
ing soccer, field hockey, and lacrosse: sports played at elite colleges. 
They were volunteering, traveling abroad, and working as unpaid 
summer interns. Heeding the advice of school and private counsel-
ors, they signed up for test-prep courses, often taking the SAT or 
ACT multiple times. They loaded up on Advanced Placement cours-
es. Many enrolled in private schools that offered academic extras. 

As a result, affluent families managed to hold their own in this 
increasingly meritocratic ad-
missions process. Compar-
ing again the below-medi-
an public institutions with 
the most-selective private 
colleges, the gap in average 
family income (in constant 
2008/09 dollars), rose from 
$67,800 in 1972 to $105,000 in 
2008/09. During this period, 
the share of students in the 
“South Carolina” category 
whose parents made more 
than $250,000 (in constant 
dollars) rose from 3 percent 
to 7 percent; the share for the 
“Amherst” category increased 
from 15 percent to 22 percent.

Confirming this evidence of 
diverging economic status of 
students enrolled in the most-
selective colleges, consider the 
share of students who had at-
tended a private secondary 
school. From 1972 to 2008/09, 
the share of students at the 
less-selective public colleg-
es who had attended private 
high schools held steady at 12 
percent, but the share of stu-
dents entering the most-se-
lective private colleges from 
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private high schools rose from 26 percent to 33 percent.
Just as critics have asserted, therefore, the economic gap between 

the great mass of students attending the less-selective public insti-
tutions and those at the most-selective private colleges has indeed 
grown. Most of this growing economic disparity does not reflect 
students from the richest families taking the places of those from 
lower down the income distribution; rather, it reflects the spec-
tacular increases in income enjoyed by those at the top.

The Inequality Dividend
More potent  than these shifts in demand in solidifying the in-
equality across colleges were marked shifts in supply, all courtesy of 
broad economic forces—especially the rise in income inequality in 
American society.  Three forces in particular brought about an un-
expected financial bonanza for the most selective private colleges:

• First, the unprecedented surge in income enjoyed by those in 
the top fifth of the income distribution meant that affluent par-
ents—if only their children could be admitted—would not balk at 
paying the hefty tuition bills charged by selective private colleges.

• Second, the rapid growth in disposable income for those at the 
very top of the income distribution spurred charitable giving, much 
of which went to name-brand colleges and universities.

• Third, thanks to a red-hot stock market and other lucrative in-
vesting opportunities not available to ordinary individuals, the top 
university endowments enjoyed fabulous rates of return.

In a textbook example of the Matthew effect (“The rich get rich-
er…”), the already wealthy colleges made out like bandits while 
colleges of lesser means had to settle for lower returns. To boot, 
colleges in the public sector faced the additional challenge of state 
legislatures reining in appropriations.

Endowments at the most-selective colleges and universities sky-
rocketed. In 1970, the median endowment per student in the two most-
selective categories of private colleges was roughly $200,000 (in 2013 
dollars). By 2013, those endowments had skyrocketed, respectively, 
to $520,000 and $1,000,000 per student—a source of revenue virtually 
nonexistent for less selective private and most public institutions.

This breathtaking divergence in economic resources also meant 
widening differences in spending on academic programs. The chart 
opposite summarizes expenditures on education and related activi-
ties per student in 1990 and 2013 at more than a thousand colleges 
and universities. The fruits of the inequality dividend bestowed upon 
the most-selective private colleges are plain. While inflation-adjusted 
spending per student at the less-selective public colleges edged up 12 
percent, reaching $14,000 in 2013, the comparable figure for the most-
selective private colleges jumped by a stunning 50 percent, reach-
ing more than $60,000. (In inflation-adjusted dollar terms, the gap in 
spending per student increased from about $28,000 to about $47,000 
during that period.) These expanding gaps in spending meant bigger 
disparities in the classroom and across campus, allowing the highly 
selective private institutions to keep their classes small and hire the 
most sought-after professors. Meanwhile, students in public insti-
tutions and the also-ran private colleges—the places that educate 
the vast majority of American undergraduates—have had to make 
do with less.

What It Means
No one meAnt  for this to happen. Forces of demand and supply, 
not malign motives, produced this growing inequality in the college 

market. Indeed, the leaders who guide America’s colleges and uni-
versities have consistently advocated greater access for low-income 
students and adequate funding for colleges across the board. But by 
pursuing prudent policies to protect and advance their own institu-
tions—awarding no-need scholarships, giving admissions prefer-
ences to children of alumni, offering applicants the option of early 
decision, and so on—these leaders have, collectively, added to both 
the economic forces that have intensified the academic disparities 
between colleges and the advantages enjoyed by affluent applicants. 

American colleges do not need to be as unequal as they are. If 
some of the largess currently showered on our best colleges were 
spent instead at institutions of more modest means, we would still 
have great colleges at the top, but better ones on down the line.

But halting or reversing the slide toward more unequal colleges 
won’t be easy, even if the desire exists to do something about it. To 
be sure, Harvard and some of its peer institutions have made efforts, 
like eliminating loans for their low-income students. Of course, 
wealthy colleges on their own could certainly do much more—for 
example, by cutting back on admissions policies favoring the well-
to-do or seeking out more low-income applicants—though trust-
ees will tolerate such unilateral actions only so far. More effective 
would be for colleges to take such actions in unison, but any such 
concerted efforts would surely prompt antitrust challenges. That 
leaves government policy, though the appetite in Washington for 
expanding Pell Grants or easing tax advantages for universities, 
let alone for changes in taxes or broad social programs that would 
reduce overall income inequality, is nowhere to be seen.

The founders of America’s colleges, among them philanthropists, 
religious organizations, and state legislatures, invariably saw in 
them benign instruments for advancing the greater good. Historian 
Samuel Eliot Morison tells us that, for its founders, Harvard College 
represented just one component in a larger set of initiatives, includ-
ing common schools and printing presses, which were “made by the 
ruling class of New England and supported by the people at large.”

It should not be surprising, therefore, that for much of our history 
access to college was largely confined to children of the wealthy and 
influential. But, as Christopher Jencks and David Riesman wrote 
nearly 50 years ago in The Academic Revolution, it would be unwise 
to allow colleges simply to replicate elites from one generation to 
the next, without allowing clever and energetic young persons of 
modest means to ascend into positions of influence. To their credit, 
America’s most selective colleges have become steadily more meri-
tocratic in their admissions criteria, but this has not been enough 
to overcome the forces of inequality.

In assessing the changes in the market for college, we would 
do well to keep in mind the potential for good that colleges as a 
whole have to serve the country by, as Thomas Jefferson wrote, 
training future leaders who would be “called to that charge with-
out regard to wealth, birth, or other accidental condition or cir-
cumstance.” This will be a continuing challenge for America’s 
market for colleges. 
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American Universities (2011) and Buying the Best: Cost Escalation 
in Elite Higher Education (1996), among other works. His new book, Un-
equal Colleges in the Age of Disparity, has just been published by Har-
vard University Press. 
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